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Abstract: The main goal of the paper is to integrate three emergent technologies (Wireless Sensor Networks, ynternet of
Things and Cloud Computing) in a framework supporting context-aware sensing, computing and communication
capabilities into industrial applications. yn this regard, the paper presents original solutions for a context-aware three-tier
system architecture, that provides context information sensing and processing, an access mechanism for interfacing sensor
networks with yoT and Cloud and a four-level architecture to perform industrial process control, that includes the modules
of a context-aware control platform. These solutions are validated with a proof of concept application implemented on a
yBM Bluemix yoT platform.
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1. Introduction
Sensor networks have rapidly imposed
usefulness in a variety of applications, such as
in control of industrial processes, in
environmental monitoring, or in active and
assisted living. We find them in Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems, mostly as Wireless Sensor and Actor
Networks (WSANs). However, because
SCADAs used more and more programs with
expensive proprietary hardware, software and
communication protocols, new solutions that
make use of the common ynternet protocols
have proven to be more effective. yn this
complex open service environment, the way to
integrate heterogeneous sensor networks is very
important. Some authors advanced the name of
Ubiquitous Sensor Network Environment
(USN) [10]. USN provides integration of data
from various sensors, sensor data and context
information processing, sensor network
monitoring and intelligent events handling.
USN enables the competitive ynternet of Things
(yoT), mediating interactions with the outside
world in pervasive ways.
yoT consists of large-scale, distributed multiagents placed in dynamically changing
environments that present wireless connectivity.
yn the same time, with the development of
wireless based ynternet devices presenting
ubiquitous availability, more and more entities

included in yoT are becoming context-aware.
These devices can perceive their surroundings
based on the gathered context information.
yf in its beginning yoT vision was to enable
devices to transfer data from various objects
into the web, today this vision aims at enabling
smart and context-aware applications at global
scale extension of pervasive computing
paradigm. Therefore, context-aware architectures
must be designed to respond to the various
demands of users and applications by offering
the possibility to acquire, analyze and interpret
relevant context information, and to offer
adequate feedback to contextual changes.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a
competitive architecture of a context aware
system that can allow the access of agents
connected in sensor networks to the yoT,
starting from the evidence that such objects
have data and ubiquitous web services need to
access, learn and interpret this data.
yn the same time, the opportunities to use Cloud
Computing facilities were analysed, as well as
the distribution of platform modules of the
proposed platform in different layers of the
Sensor Network-yoT-Cloud global software
architecture. The proposed architecture
provides the technology to connect these three
conceptual paradigms in process control
applications. A proof of concept yoT
application is described finally.
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2. Related Work
Our research objectives are linked to two
emerging areas of study, one related to the use
of the context awareness concept in evaluation
of dynamical systems evolution, the other
describing the impact of the intensive use of
yoT and Cloud Computing technologies in the
management of industrial processes. yn
particular, our objective was to place sensor
networks in a position that can take advantage
of the facilities offered by the top achievements
in these two areas.
Among the works on context-awareness we
have chosen a few recent ones which are
considering the possibility of yoT integration
and the use of Web Services. Celikkan and
Kurtel [4] propose a context-awareness based
software platform modeled as a layered
architecture, having extensibility as main
facility. Boddhu et al analyse the integration of
Human-centric sensing paradigm in a generic
architecture able to enhance situational
awareness [2].
yn [8] the authors present a context aware
assistance system using video information to
avoid critical situations in industrial
environment. A solution for integration in yoT
of hundreds sensor nodes of wireless sensor
networks sensor nodes is presented in [7]. The
authors describe a middleware architecture that
uses context information to provide resource
management in heterogeneous sensor networks.
The advantages of context-aware computing in
providing situation specific services are
presented in [11]. The authors present a
solution to infer situations from contexts
acquired from various sources based on a cloud
service defined as yNFerence-as-a-Service
(yNFaaS). Perera et al present in [16] a contextaware sensor model designed for efficiently
selecting relevant sensor information from
enormous amounts of data acquired with
embedded sensors of yoT. The paper highlights
the importance of combining semantic and
quantitative reasoning in searching and
selecting information.
The literature on integration of sensor networks
in yoT and Cloud is much richer, so we will
mention only a few recent works that
emphasize also issues of Web Services
utilization. A new methodology based on
Timed Colored Petri Net was proposed in [6]
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with the aim to promote a standard solution for
introducing
and
implementing
sensor
technologies in yoT. yn [17] the aim of the
authors is to add artificial intelligence
techniques in the management of yoT systems.
Another important theoretical issue discussed
in [14] is the developing of mathematical
models for the virtualization of sensor node
resources. The characteristics of architectures
based on Open Service Gateway and the
advantages of using them for service
management in yoT are discussed in [22].
A mixed CPS (Cyber Physical Systems) and
SOA (Service- Oriented Architecture) for
implementation of a layered architecture with
five levels of abstraction is proposed in [13].
Another research direction is the approach of
Artificial
yntelligence
techniques
for
communication in clusters of multi-agent
systems, such in [3], [15].

3. Context-aware System Design
Context-aware systems (CAS) are “systems
that are able to adapt their operations to context
changes without explicit user intervention”
[18]. They concentrate on modelling the
context information, defined as information
that can be used to characterize the situation of
an entity. Context-awareness is the ability of a
system to provide relevant information to users
using context information, where relevance
depends on the user’s task.
yn order to design CAS, one can use a model
that explicitly supports the definition of the
expected functionalities, context information
and management actions and also supports the
generation of the context-aware adaptive
software implementations.
Figure 1 shows the model for a context-aware
system, that includes several components of
three main subsystems: Context Sensing,
Context ynformation Management and ContextAware Services Management, placed in a threetier architecture.
This architectural model was implemented as
software component of a Context-aware
Control Platform which be presented in details
in the next section.
The low-level layer (which includes the
Context Sensing subsystem) interacts with the
surrounding environment to learn the context
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The Context Reasoning module provides a
decision making mechanism. yt queries the
Context Base and uses inference rules to
generate a set of relevant information; then it
interprets the information associated with an
object in the system. yn this respect it uses a
classical technique of Artificial yntelligence,
based on an inference engine which allows to
infer the requested context from raw context
data. The inference engine can use various
reasoning technique to achieve this.
The Context Mapping is responsible for
mapping the contextual information in an
appropriate format, so that it can be shared or
reused by other components.
Figure 1. Context aware three-tiers architecture

information about a user or any entity and
supports sensor communication, to provide the
context data required by specific applications.
yt also retrieves user's requirements and
preferences. yn order to ensure update of
context information it is able to make this
either periodically (push mechanism) or on
demand (pull mechanism).
The middle layer (which includes as kernel the
Context ynformation Management module)
contains also other three modules: Context
Base, Context Reasoning and Context
Mapping, all managed by the central module.
The Context Base stores acquired context data
by from the low-level layer. yt contains static,
transient, or persistent contextual information.
The static information is invariant and so never
changes. The transient data content is updated at
run-time. The persistent information represents
historical data. The context base itself is
managed and maintained by Context
ynformation Management subsystem, which has
similar functionalities to a database management
system. yn the particular case of industrial
processes control an efficient solution is to
structure this database according to the OPC-UA
(OPC Unified Architecture) standard and so to
offer an open library of complex reusable
function blocks [5]. This approach offers the
possibility to enrich our knowledge-base with
relevant data elements coming from various
sources and additionally to use historical data
analysis, by means of data mining techniques, in
order to identify hidden patterns in the
parameters that control industrial processes.

The uppermost layer includes the Contextaware Services Management module and
the
Context-aware
User
ynterface
Management module.
The Context-aware Services Management
component is responsible for providing the
services to the user. yt incorporates information
from the Data and Knowledge Bases of the
middle layer and enables the user to model and
generate the system implementations and
validate its context-aware adaptive behaviour.
yt contains a model directory able to maintain
model specifications of particular situations and
events using contextual constraints. Depending
on the context, a different set of candidate
strategies can be selected and composed into a
custom-generated global adaptation module
matching the current environmental conditions.
Like the already mentioned approach of using
pre-determined functional blocks, this global
adaptation module can evolve by dynamically
composing reusable adaptation modules in
response to context changes.
The Context-aware User ynterface Management
module includes, in addition to standard
elements, a dedicated ynterface Base containing
building user interface blocks which can be
selected according to user preferences to build
the user interface. Of course, the interface
corresponds to the type of device with which
user interacts (eg. PDA device, smartphone,
SCADA component, etc).
As one can easily observe, in the design of our
CAS the integration and use of Artificial
yntelligence (Ay) techniques were taken into
consideration. From this point of view, because
the main objective of the paper is the use of
sensor networks in the yoT is important to
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judiciously choose the placement of the Ay
support in the yoT system information flow.
Systems built using the concept of ynternet of
Things are increasingly complex and can make
the decisions even in cases of uncertainty,
hence the idea of the use of Ay techniques, but
also the need for appropriate placement of Ay
methods in the context of yoT architectures.
The most natural places for Ay methods are all
kinds of servers because of their computing
power. Such location has a positive effect on
another aspect too. yt is about the fact of reuse.
There are three modes of communication in the
flow of information:
–
–

–

external communication (data sent from the
real world towards data processing systems).
contextual communication (bidirectional
transmission of data processed by systems
that are associated or integrated in yoT
systems and yoT devices which can respond
after taking appropriate decisions).
internal communication (data transmitted on
direct communication channel between
intelligent components of various yoT devices).

yn our CAS system we tried to capitalize Ay
elements on all three levels, but the focus was
on internal communication, especially at the
top level. More exactly, we suggest to use
contextual communication combined with
additional Ay elements contained in the
intelligent devices having a high degree of
autonomy. This approach is also an objective
for future research, when we hope to transform
our Context-aware System architecture in a
Self-adaptive System (SAS) architecture,
considering SAS as a system that modifies its
own structure and behaviour in response to
changes in its operating environment.

4. Access Mechanisms in IoT
and Cloud
Our goal was to integrate the proposed contextaware architecture in applications based on yoT,
as an effective service-based software platform
following a middleware approach, named
Context-aware Control Platform (CaCP). The
platform separates context acquisition from the
application code and handles many context data
management issues on behalf of the
applications. As middleware component the
platform provides several services for
applications such as query processing, sensor
492
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data management, sensor network monitoring,
context-aware information processing, etc. yts
role is to make available for applications data
acquired from specific sensor networks and in
order to provide web services. Therefore,
middleware resources can be accessed by
applications via web service interfaces.
The main advantages of using this layered
architecture is that it allows reconfiguration and
extensibility
without
modifying
the
applications. However, meeting the hard realtime requirements is difficult in layered
architectures, as data flows through several
layers before it reaches the application.
Therefore, the proposed context-aware
architecture is more suited to soft real-time
requirements, because it can tolerate larger time
latencies and can still operate adapting to
environment changes.

4.1 IoT access modeling
The first objective in using CaCP is to realise
the access in an yoT framework, as an entity
which can interact with both yoT domain and
ambient environment. This entity constitutes a
“thing” in the ynternet of Things, and is the
main focus of interactions between software
agents. yt is represented by two components:
the hardware and respectively the software one.
The hardware component of the entity is named
“device”. The device attaches the entity to its
environment in order to monitor it. The
software component that provides information
on the entity and enables the control of the
device is a “resource”. The resources
exploitation is dependent on the actual
hardware support of the device, so a “service”
is necessary to provide all functionalities for
interacting with entities and related processes,
by the means of a standardised interface. The
services ensure the functionality of a device by
accessing its resources. The relations between
entities and services are named “associations”.
Figure 2 illustrates the relations between the
four elements of an yoT access model.
Let’s note that the services provided by the
access model in Figure 2 corresponds to the
basic Semantic Web Services. According to
OWL specifications [1], Semantic Web
resources provide services which are described
by their service profile, service model and
service grounding.
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Figure 2. ynteractions of components in a basic yoT
access model

A service profile must contain information
about the entity it is associated and on the link
to the resource offering this service. The
service profile describes services by their
inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects. A
service which needs an input to be processed
by a resource formulates this need by a
property. According to this property the service
is linked to an entity. By their action services
change properties of entities from an initial
state (specified as precondition) to a desired
state (specified as effect).
yoT users have access to resources over the
yoT through a suitable access interface which
address a Web Service. The technical details
that users need to access the service are
specified in the service grounding. The service
grounding specifies the mapping from domain
specific entity attributes to properties
observable by sensors. To each attribute of the
entity assigned in the service profile is
assigned a specific property (for example a
measurement type).

offering sensing resources and instruments as a
service through cloud platforms. They use in
this aim a cloud-inspired service model
introduced by Sheng et al. under the name
Sensing as a Service (S2aaS) [19]. Since
sensing is provided as a service over the cloud,
sensors need to be virtualized to enable access
of multiple users who can utilize the same
sensing hardware concurrently without any
interference. This opportunity was addressed
by many researchers, offering solutions known
as a CoS (Cloud of Sensors) [20], SCy (Sensor
Cloud ynfrastructure) [23] or simply SC
(Sensor Cloud) [12]. All these solutions have
sensors and a cloud as an integral part of their
architecture. yoT itself contains a CoS solution,
while enables pervasive and ubiquitous
interconnection with different remote devices
(mostly sensors) on a large scale.
yn the particular case of integration of a
context-aware middleware platform, its
components can be distributed into different
cloud levels of abstraction appropriate to the
type of service they perform, as is depicted in
Figure 3, where are included also the other
hardware and software components of a
context-aware control application, described in
details in the following section.
1. The Sensor as a Service (S2aaS) level
allows the access from hardware
components (individual sensors, sensor

4.2 Cloud access modeling
Harnessing the benefits of using the ynternet in
conducting effective services would be
incomplete if it would not be used the
advantages provided by Cloud Computing
technology. The emerging ynternet of Things
usage also brings many applications. Cloud
technology supports to process large scale data
and enhances the rapid elasticity resulted from
the increase of the number of network
connected yoT devices and therefore of the
huge amount of information to be processed.
Our aim was to facilitate the access in yoT of
sensor networks, so to transform the existing
sensing infrastructure according to a cloudcentric yoT paradigm. According to Kantarci et
al, the cloud-centric yoT paradigm [9] enables

Figure 3. Distribution of a CoS structure associated
with context-aware middleware
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nodes of sensor networks, RFyD tags)
through a Sensor Network Access
ynterface. The physical sensors and the
communication interface are delivered by
sensor providers.
2. The ynfrastructure as a Service (yaaS) level
offers for the users the cloud infrastructure
including network, servers, operating
systems, storage. Thus, consumers can
deploy and run arbitrary software for
specific applications.
3. The Platform as a Service (PaaS) level
allows the users to deploy onto the cloud
infrastructure new created or acquired
applications
using
their
familiar
programming languages, libraries, services,
and tools supported by the provider. At this
level is placed the software component of
the context-aware middleware platform.
4. The Software as a Service (SaaS) level
provides all necessary software for
applications, including messaging software,
management
software,
development
software, and so on. yt contains also
dedicated interfaces with human operators.

5. Proof of Concept IoT Application
As an example of using the context-aware
control platform (CaCP) in an yoT assisted
application we proposed a solution for
automatic control of an irrigation system
designed for small and medium farms.
yrrigation equipment was constructed to operate
automatically and ensure proper management
of water, nutrients and pesticides. Besides the
measurement of controlled output signals
(pressure, level, flow) are measured
environmental parameters (soil properties,
cropping patterns and unexpected events) too,
making the system to be context-aware of
surrounding changes. The context information
is evaluated considering soil parameters: PH,
humidity and conductivity, and meteo
parameters: temperature, air pressure and wind
speed. System requirements for control and
monitoring are provided with reduced human
operator intervention. Such a system is built
around a central module (controller) which
implement control functions, sensor data
acquisition and data transmission to a
supervisor, which will be named in the
following Command Unit (CU). This unit
embeds a part of the hardware component of
494
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CaCP. CU is implemented around a 32-bit
microcontroller. The program running on the
microcontroller controls the hardware resources
of equipment, being able to provide both
autonomously and via a yoT platform. Thus,
pressure, flow and level are the controlled
process variables, which must be maintained in
a recommended working zone within
acceptable limits, while soil PH, soil
conductivity (EC) and air temperature are
considered context information. Crop irrigation
is done in accordance with user-defined
schemes. These scenarios can be adjusted
depending the context changes by the means of
the middleware component of CaCP. Figure 3.
illustrates the distribution of the hardware and
software components in the general framework
of cloud computing support.
The control programs for regulating physical
parameters, running on CU, control the
actuators of the irrigation system (pumps,
solenoids). To monitor the entire system was
used a solution that realizes real-time process
supervision by integration of the controller on
the yoT Bluemix platform developed by yBM
[21]. This logistic support of PaaS type was
launched in 2014 and allows, in addition to the
previously
mentioned
features,
the
development of applications in various
programming languages (Java, Python, SQL,
PHP, etc.) and integration and interconnection
of several yoT devices. The platform performs
also the functions of Cloud server being based
on "open source" Cloud Foundry technology,
so in particular it can be used for data storage.
yn order to monitor parameters of interest in
agriculture, module control and data acquisition
will transmit the acquired data to the platform
Bluemix, following that, through an
application, they are stored both in the cloud
and in a database of the beneficiary, with the
purpose of preparing regular reports on process
evolution indicators.
Regarding application development, the user
has two possibilities for: writing apps directly
on the platform (this is not available for all
applications) or writing them in a specific
programming environment that is compatible
with the chosen platform. Bluemix specify
where applications can be developed to easily
make contact with yoT environment, as well
as useful links to download the installation
kits of those programs. The platform has a
menu where the customer is informed of the
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steps to follow when loading an application
in this yoT environment.

5.1 Java application for the acquisition
and storage of data in the cloud

An essential aspect to take into account when
using Bluemix to develop monitoring
applications is the configuration of MQTT
(Message Queue Telemetry Transport)
protocol, which provides a client – server
communication. This standard was developed
by yBM over TCP / yP in order to achieve
efficient real-time exchange of data from
sensors and other mobile devices and rely on
messages switching. MQTT defines five
methods for client – server communication:
“connect” (client request to connect to server),
”disconnect” (client is disconnecting from the
server), ”subscribe” (client subscribe request),
”unsubscribe” (unsubscribe request) and
“publish” (publish the message). When one of
these methods is chosen, its action is to be done
on an identified resource. The resource can be
either pre-existing data or dynamically
generated data, depending on the way the
server was implemented. Usually, the resource
can be a file or an executable of the server.
When developing an application, the
programmer has to implement these methods,
so the communication between client and
server works.

For the development of this application was
used
Kepler
Eclipse
programming
environment, after installing Oracle "javac"
compiler on the workstation. By the
configuration of MQTT protocol were defined
the five mentioned methods for client – server
communication. To simplify work, the program
included several Java archive (.jar executable)
for protocol configuration. To ensure the link
with the database, was created with the support
of the library java.sql.* a JDBC (Java DataBase
Connection) procedure which includes both the
string for the connection to the database and the
string for SQL Server driver. The drivers for
databases development environments are
selected
according
to
manufacturers’
specifications and the compatibility between
programs. yt was also envisaged the setting up
of SQL Server environment by activation of the
TCP/yP port and setting its default number in
the SQL Server Configuration Manager menu.

Bluemix yBM platform uses version 3.1 of the
Protocol, which is the one that is best suited to
applications developed in the cloud and
provides secure transfer of data. To develop an
application. a programmer should consider
MQTT standard adaptation for embedded
devices, applications developed on the platform
and gateways.
yn our application, on the Bluemix platform
was first integrated the controller of the
irrigation system. As unique identifier code was
assigned its MAC address by the means of the
devices configuration menu provided by
Bluemix. The platform enables sensor data
storage in the cloud, and the graphical display
of the evolution of measured parameters for all
devices embedded by the user. For monitoring
were developed two applications:
1. an application in the Java language for the
acquisition in cloud of data from sensors
and their storage in a database, and
2. an application in C# language for
manipulating stored data and generating
reports on the numerical evolution of the
measured parameters.

Since the events transmitted by integrated
device platform yoT are represented in JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation), in the application
has been added java.json library. With
messageArrived_PH and messageArrived_EC
JSON methods are processed strings of events
to retrieve the numerical values of
measurements made by sensors connected to
the irrigation system controller. For loading the
developed Eclipse application on the yoT
platform is necessary installing Cloud Foundry
command line interface (CLy CF). After
installation, CF CLy can be called from the
command line of the operating system.
For loading the application, the following steps are:
Step 1: >cf login –a https://api.ng.bluemix.net
When executing the above command, the user
will have the possibility to authenticate using
his Bluemix account. yf authentication data are
correct, the customer will have to choose one of
its workspaces (when there is only one
workspace created on the platform, the
connection will be established directly with that
space).
Step 2: > cd ~ work Path folder
To know the exact name of the file to be
loaded, run the command line:
Step 3: > ls -l
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yf the returned list is found a file with the
extension .war (Web Archive), run the
following command:
Step 4: > cf push Name_project Name_file.war
After this final command, the application is
loaded on the Bluemix platform. The URL
returned in the command line of the operating
system will offer independent access to the
application for the client.

5.2 C # application for manipulating
stored data
For storing data in the cloud, it was first created
a database using SQL Server 2012
environment. The tables and the relationships
between them were defined using SQ and other
tools
provided
by
the
development
environment. Database tables are: "Users" (for
creating access accounts to data manipulation
application), "Parameters" (definition of
measured parameters), "Crops" (to measure
parameters of interest of irrigated crops and to
define locations where the measurements are
taken), "Measurements "(values for measured

parameters)," and "Resources" (typical assets
for performance improvement such as
fertilizers, pesticides, etc. But also software
assets in the form of block functions). The
tables are presented in Figure 4.
The database thus created was populated with
appropriate records. For this was used the Visual
Studio programming environment. This program
provides programmers the ability to manipulate
data stored in a database. Applications can be
written in different programming languages (C +
+, C #, Java, etc.) that allow the use of specific
tools to work with databases.
The application for manipulating data acquired
from Cloud contains eight Windows Forms
Application (Form1 - Form8) whose functions
were written in C#. When creating windows,
Visual Studio automatically generates code
skeleton. The latter includes those resources
used by the keyword "using" and a structure of
"public partial class" type in which one can
define the desired objects and methods.

Figure 4. Database structure
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6. Conclusions
The main conclusions derived from the analysis of
experimental results of the application which has
been utilized as a proof of concept, for controlling
and monitoring an irrigation system connected to
an yoT platform. For those tasks were elaborated a
hardware Command Unit (CU) and a software
application running on yoT platform.
UCCSy was built on the yBM Bluemix to
monitor data from sensors. For storing the
measured values of the yoT platform, it was
developed a Java application that takes data
from the process and the surrounding and
transfers them in a database. Using a C #
application running on a workstation (PC) and
providing access to the database, the user can
draw on the progress of the measured
parameters and gives customers the opportunity
to make a qualitative assessment of soil tillage
and hence the development of crops.
We believe that the proposed solution, validated
by the case study compelling results, has the
merit that it can be easily adapted for
applications no matter how complex, based on
the integration of sensor networks in yoT and
Cloud. This work can be seen as a network
enabler who abstracts from the technical
underlying sensor network layer and provided
easy access to it. Higher Layers allow connect to
middleware the context-aware information
processing algorithms and respectively service
provision from other more powerful component.
yn future work we will focus on two directions:
to extend the use of previous stored software
assets to provide various other applications and
services and to transform our context-aware
architecture in a self-adaptive architecture.
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